
CLASSIC LIQUEUR TOPAQUE

Heralded as one of the world’s finest fortified wineries, Morris Wines is an iconic Australian 
winery with over 150 years of history and winemaking tradition. 

Under the guidance of David Morris, fifth generation and current Chief Winemaker, the 
Morris range of fortified, table and sparkling wines continue to be made with the same 
love, passion and traditional winemaking philosophy that has been the hallmark of Morris 
Wines since 1859. The Morris winery is located in Rutherglen, one of Australia’s oldest wine 
growing regions.

A light, finer cousin of Musat, Topaque is truly one of the classic wine styles of Australia. 
This wine is produced from Rutherglen grown Muscadelle sourced from our “Mia Mia” 
vineyards.

Winemaker’s note

As these vines only source water from natural rainfall, their 
vines are lower yielding and result in fruit with high sugar 
levels and concentrated flavours. When blending this wine, a 
selection of  different vintages are chosen, each contributing 
special characteristics to make a wine with complexity of age, 
youthfulness, freshness of flavour and consistency of style.

Winemaking

Our Muscadelle grapes are selected for harvesting usually 
between 15° to 16° baumé, crushed and allowed to start 
fermentation. Once the desired baumé level is reached, 
pressing occurs, then a high strength neutral spirit is added to 
arrest the fermentation. The wine is then pumped into casks 
for the maturation process to occur. 

Colour Mid amber with slight green highlights.

Aroma 
A concentrated nose showing great depth of malty Topaque 
characters of treacle and preserved figs.

Palate
The palate is complex, intense and luscious, combined with the 
freshness of cold tea characters typical of great Topaques.

Enjoy
An elegant offering to serve with a French inspired entrée or 
ideal finish to a meal alongside a nut-based desserts.

Analysis Alc/vol 17.5% T.A 3.3g/L p/H 3.42 
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